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ABSTRACT
The tracking logic of TASC consists of a number of elementary arith­
metic operations which individually are easily defined. Three of these 
are: Initiation, -which starts a track on the basis of a radar position
report; Association, which corrects an existing track as the result of 
a position report and Extrapolation, which is essentially dead reckoning 
between position reports.
These operations are introduced by simple examples which show the 
interdependence of the operations. It is this interdependence which 
is the essential part of tracking logic.
In the second part of the report, more complicated tracking prob­
lems are treated. Attention is given to logical circuits which have 
been added to TASC to deal with turning tracks. Certain other aspects 
of the machine design such as the selection of tracking parameters and 
the sequencing of operations are covered*
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This report is an elementary description of the Tracking and Sorting
Computer (TASC), in use at the Control Systems Laboratory since March 1956. 
*
Earlier reports covering the operation of TASC have been rendered obsolete 
by the numerous and substantial changes in the tracking logic. However, 
these reports provide useful background information such as the relation 
of TASC to the entire system £nd the reasons for using a special purpose 
drum computer rather than a general purpose machine.
There are many ways in which tracking logic might be mechanized. In 
this report we will present the essential mechanism of TASC tracking logic 
without attempting to defend decisions such as the use of cartesian rather 
than polar coordinates.
To avoid involved circumlocutions, conventional digital computer ter­
minology will be used and for that reason the paper will be most useful to 
persons having some familiarity with digital techniques.
Drum Memory
Before explaining in general terms the mathematics of sorting and 
tracking it will be necessary to briefly describe the TASC memory. Aside 
from a few registers, all information in the machine is held on a magnetic 
drum having 102^ locations of 103 bits each. All information at any 
location is read out in parallel. The expression "at Q" will mean that 
time when the 103 digits of drum address Q, are under the 103 read heads. 
Spaced l/l6 of a circle from the read heads are the write heads.
* CSL Report R-35; CSL Report R-82.
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The 103 bits fall into eight fairly veil defined classes as follows:
X and Y - 15 bits each of geographic information. For simplicity, all 
coordinates are positive and lie in the range of 0 to 255 + 
63/64 miles. The center of the observed space is then (128, 
128).
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U and V
F and T
I and S
K -
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- 7 "bits each of velocity information. U and V lie in the interval 
from -1 to +63/64 arbitrary units (miles per 1.5 seconds) and 
correspond to the X and Y components of velocity respectively.
The largest velocity component possible is one mile per 1.5 
seconds = 2400 knots and the smallest value is l/64 per 1.5 sec = 
37*5 knots*
- three bits of F (for "firmness”), a track parameter calculated 
by the machine. F is intended as a measure of track reliability 
or a rough indication of blip-scan ratio. F ranges from 0 to 7• 
Tracks having firmnesses of 1, 2, ... 7 are considered active, 
tracks of firmness zero are dead and unless marked with a K are 
treated as if that entire drum location were empty. Six bits
of T (for time) another machine calculated track parameter.
During normal tracking, T indicates in 1.5 second units the time 
elapsed since the last report for that track. T ranges from 0 
to 63 units,
- 21 bits of identity and status information. These digits are 
written from a KEYSET (a device for manually inserting informa­
tion into the computer) and perform no logical functions within 
the machine. They are merely carried along with a track and 
appear in the output word, carrying such information as the type 
of aircraft, whether assigned or not, etc.
(for "keep") a single logical digit written from the keyset.
Any track marked this way is considered of special importance and 
will appear in the output irrespective of any other output
criteria.
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w - six logical digits. Originally intended for altitude vel­
ocities these are now used for a variety of logical purposes 
which will he covered subsequently.
ME and SYNC -7 bits of marker track and drum synchronizing information.
These digits are used for the internal "bookkeeping" of the 
machine. An example is marker track 4 (MT4) which marks the 
location of the word which will appear next in the output.
At any time only one of the 1024 addresses may have a "one" 
in the MT4 location.
UNUSED - 16 bits.
Tracking
The operations performed by TASC in tracking are not mathematically 
intricate, however, the interdependence of the operations makes it 
difficult to satisfactorily explain any one operation apart from the others. 
Our approach will be to discuss the tracking of a hypothetical target, in­
troducing the various operations in a simplified way and later bringing 
in refinements and subtle details.
Consider the tracking of a single aircraft starting with no information 
on the drum. A RADAR REPORT NET position report consisting of nine bits 
each in X and Y is shifted into TASC where it is transferred to the compar­
ison holding registers following the last digit.
11-11^
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Transfer of the word to the comparison registers starts a compar­
ison procedure whereby the entire drum is searched for a track "related” 
to the radar report net word held in the comparison register. Since it 
was specified as a starting condition that no tracks were on the drum, 
no correlation between track and report will be found and the report 
will cause a track to be INITIATED.
Initiation
The initiation program causes the coordinates of the report to be 
written on the first drum location not in use, an address which will be 
random since the arrival of reports is not controlled by the computer. 
"First" here means the first drum address to appear under the read heads 
after the arrival of the report. In addition to position the initiated 
track is given (has written on it) a firmness, F, of two, marking it as
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an active track. Thus in the general case the initiation might he made 
on an "empty" drum address with F = 0 hut with information in many other 
parameters such as velocity. These parameters, U, V, I and S are reset 
to zero on initiation so the result is exactly the same as if the initia­
tion had been made on a truly empty location.
Skipping momentarily the subject of extrapolation we come next to 
association.
Association
One revolution of the antenna (ten seconds) after the initial sight­
ing of our target it is reported again in a slightly different position. 
This time, as the report is compared in turn to the contents of all drum 
locations, it will he "close" to an established track and will ASSOCIATE 
with that track. Let | and tj he the position coordinates of the report 
and let x and y he the track position held on the drum. High speed sub­
tracter circuits then generate the functions || - x| < € and | tj -  y | <€ 
for the i and t\ of the report and the X and Y of every track on the drum. 
The association criteria are that both inequalities are satisfied and that 
the track has a firmness of one or greater. Thus, every active track has 
a square association BIN of 2e miles on a side centered around the track 
and with sides parallel to the axes of the reference system. Any report 
falling within this bin is counted as belonging with that track.
Optimum tracking under changing conditions requires that € be made 
a function of F and T. The aim here is to make the bin small so that 
noise reports will be less likely to associate but large enough to account 
for random variations in the radar reports. For a target moving in a
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straight line these variations result from radar range and azimuth errors 
and from the quantizing errors introduced by the data processing equipment. 
When a track has a high firmness and has received a report recently, its 
position should be well known and e can be made small. Hie extreme in 
this direct ion (with the tracking parameters currently in use) is e = l-l/2 
miles. At the other extreme is a track which receives a single report 
(the report causing the track to be initiated) and then fails to receive 
a report on the next rotation of the antenna. There was uncertainty re­
garding the position when initiated and in the time elapsed since initiation 
the target will have moved an unknown distance and direction. For this case 
e is set at 7 miles, its maximum value.
As the drum rotates at 6000 RFM, tracks will appear under the read 
heads at approximately 10 jisec intervals. In this 10 jusec the F and T of 
the track is read and stored and from this a specific e is generated.
If the e, X, Y, I and t\ of a specific track do not meet the associa­
tion criteria, then that track is ignored and the procedure repeated for 
the next track to appear under the read heads. When a track meeting the 
association criteria is found, the search is stopped and the CORRECTION 
program is commenced.
lk-llA
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Position Correction
The outputs of the subtractors, in addition to determining whether 
or not a report falls within the association bin, are used to form the 
corrections functions• Each combination of F and T has associated with
it two weighting factors, a and p/t, as well as the bin size €,#
\\
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6/t
6
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The position corrections performed with each association are:
^hew = Xoia + Xold^
Xnew “ Xold + " Yold^
The ’’new" and "old" designations refer to the track quantities be­
fore and after the correction operation.
The quantity a is a weighting factor denoting the relative confid­
ence placed in the old track position and in the report position. The 
possible extremes of a are zero, causing the track position to be un­
affected by the report, and a w 1, causing the new track position to be 
totally dependent on the report position. An a of zero is not useful and 
the value a = 1 is used only under certain special conditions. Most 
tracking is done with a ranging from l/4 to 3/4.
Our hypothetical track has at this point the position of the first 
(initiating) report. Not too much confidence can be placed in these 
coordinates since the target has very probably moved since the initiation. 
Under these circumstances an <x = 3/4 will be used to give the greater 
emphasis to the report.
Velocity Correction
Now that two positions of our target have been reported, we can be­
gin to compute velocity. In the ten seconds between scans our 360 knot 
aircraft will have moved only one mile and since the uncertainty in any 
report is about one-half mile, an accurate determination of velocity is 
not possible. Several reports will be required before the velocity 
vector is correctly established. The velocity correction functions are:
l6-iik
x = n -i < u < + 1 onew = uold + e/t(i - x)
Y = V -1 < V < + 1 Vnew = Vold + P/t(T| - Y)
For the present we note only that 0/t is a quantity determined by F and T, 
ranging in practice from l/64 to l/8. The (I - X) and (q - Y) terms are 
the same as those used in the position corrections.
A track has its velocity set to zero on initiation since no velocity 
information is carried by the first report. Generally the second report 
will give the track a velocity which is not correct but which is a better 
approximation than zero, i.e., the signs of U and V will be correct.
F and T are also revised at each association but the details of these 
corrections will be left until some pertinent operations have been covered.
It is important to note that the various correction computations are 
performed simultaneously. When a track associates, its component parts,
X, Y, F, T, U and V are read from the drum and stored in various registers. 
From these values and the report a corrected track is generated and stored 
in a second set of registers. It remains here until the track passes under 
the write heads at which time all these quantities (X, Y, etc.) are over­
written by the corrected values.
Extrapolation
In the section describing the various quantities stored on the drum,
T was listed as being "in 1.5 second units". This peculiar division of 
time results from the EXTRAPOLATION CLOCK, a free running, two-state device 
having a period of 5 seconds, (1.5 seconds in each state). During any 
state (PHASE) of the clock all active tracks are extrapolated exactly once, 
with the following relations s
17-11**
Y = Yold + V'new
One obvious reason for performing this operation is that it keeps
the track position information reasonably up-to-date between reports.
This is of some importance to the ultimate user of the track information
(a track normally appears in the output several times between reports)
but is of more importance internally in the tracking logic. This will be
clear when extrapolation and association have been explained sufficiently
to make their interdependence evident.
T is augmented by each extrapolation program as follows:
T = T , , + 1 new old
There are six digits of T (i.e., T may range from 0 to 63) but only the 
3 most significant digits are used as inputs to the a, fr/t, and € genera­
tors. These 3 digits will be referred to collectively as t.
F may decrease on extrapolation but only if t changes. Stated differ­
ently, whenever T changes from 7 to 8, from 15 to l6, from 23 to 2k, etc.
F is reduced by one.
Consider the case of a target which builds up a track of high firm­
F = F , , - 1 new old if Told Ql) - 1
F = F n , new old if Told ¿ 8 , - 1  
n = 1; 2, 3**«8
ness and then abruptly disappears. Starting from the time of the last 
report we would have this sequence of F and T values:
iQ-Hk
F T
7 0
7 1
7 2
7 7
6 8
6 9
• •
# ♦
• •
1 55
0 56
Extrapolations cease at the last value in the list since only active 
tracks are extrapolated,
A track which has its fineness steadily reduced to zero by this process 
is said to FADE, Automatic reduction in finnness provides the means for 
ridding the drum of obsolete information. Only those tracks which receive 
reports occasionally will remain active. Another example of fading occurs 
in connection with noise reports. If a burst of noise is interpreted by the 
data processing equipment as being a target, a track will be initiated with 
F = 2. If no other reports occur in that vicinity the track will fade in l6 
time units, (2h seconds).
Association
A simple example will now show the interdependence of extrapolation 
and association. Suppose that our hypothetical track has, as the result 
of the Nth association, exactly correct position and velocity components.
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Then in the time "between the Nth and N-plus-first association the track 
will extrapolate the same distance and direction as the target. The N- 
plus-first association will result in no change in velocity since (I - X) 
and (q - Y) will both be zero. If U had been positive and too large, the 
track would have extrapolated faster than the target, (t - X) would have 
been negative and the association correction would have caused U to be 
reduced by some amount. In this way a series of reports will cause U and 
V to converge to their correct values. And, as we have seen, once the 
correct values have been reached they tend to be stable.
The function of p/t is not to deduce velocity directly from position 
reports as much as it is to control the rate of convergence. For straight 
line tracking, a small p/t smoothes velocity variations caused by random 
errors in the radar. For targets that turn, p/t must be larger so that 
velocity components can converge more rapidly to their new values follow­
ing a turn.
Initiation
Initiations are not made in quite the straightforward way suggested 
earlier. Effectively, a report causes an initiation only if no associa­
tion results from the search. This procedure was not implemented directly 
as it would necessitate a one drum revolution search for an association 
followed by a maximum of one drum revolution search for an empty location 
on which to make the initiation. The interval between reports does not 
allow two drum revolutions for the disposition of a report.
To reduce this time, every incoming report causes an initiation at 
the first opportunity. Then if an association is found subsequently,
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the initiated track is SCRATCHED (has its F set to zero). If no association 
is found in one drum revolution, the search is discontinued and the initiated 
track remains. In practice, the capacity of the drum is such that most of 
the drum addresses are empty at any time. Since an initiation can he made 
on any unused address, the initiation will generally occur shortly after 
the arrival of the report. Figure 1 illustrates the timing of a represen­
tative series of reports. Q, R and S are the times that addresses Q, R and 
S appear under the read heads. These addresses are random except for their 
relative order. The time Q, + 1024 is the time that Q passes under the read 
heads for the second time, i.e., one drum revolution or 1024 addresses after 
Q. Note from the illustration that:
a. reports are spaced a little more than a drum revolution 
apart.
h. search for initiation and search for association occur 
together, rather than in sequence.
c. search for initiation is terminated either by a successful 
initiation or association, whichever occurs first.
d. search for association is terminated either by a success­
ful association or one complete drum revolution, which­
ever occurs first.
e . a false initiation may be scratched irrespective of the 
search operations. In the illustration, report A is 
falsely initiated at R and scratched one revolution later 
at R + 1024. This occurs while the search for association 
(for report B) is still in progress. In other cases the 
scratch operation may occur during the search for initiation.
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Arrival of Report A -------
Report A Initiates ----- *—
Report A Associates -------
Report B Arrives ------—
Report B Initiated --------
Report A Initiation Scratched 
Report B Associated -------
Hi
>
5£
3>
K
8
?
0
PI
Q + 1024 
T
U
R + 1024
Report C Arrives 1 -
Report C Associates ------
Scratch Report B Initiation
Q + 2048
H v
Figure 1
U + 1024
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Output
A single serial output from the computer supplies information to 
external displays, to data links for remote receivers, and to any other 
external users. Tracks are eligible for output if they have been marked 
with K = 1 (written from a keyset) or if the track firmness is greater 
than some externally selected threshhold.
•
Turn Logic
Many systems of tracking logic are possible although, of course, some 
are more successful than others. The TASC system described up to this 
point was one such system and while it was a logically correct and complete
system, tracking under some conditions was not entirely satisfactory. In
\
this section the modified logic will be discussed and as the various pro­
grams are covered, it should become clear why turning targets could not 
be adequately handled by the older logic. We begin by a definition of 
the terms involved. Y
a
X
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In the sketch above the origin is the track position and the plane 
is the locus of points where reports may lie relative to the track 
position. The smaller square is the association bin and the larger square 
represents another bin of fixed size ( 8 x 8  miles) called the GUARD RING. 
The guard ring signal is another output of the subtractor such that the 
following inequalities (for X, say) are tested simultaneously:
|! -  x|< e 
|l -  x| <4
In normal tracking the maximum value assigned to € is 3 miles so 
the two outputs are not completely independent. Any report lying within 
the association bin also lies within the guard ring. Having these various 
signals for both X and Y allows us to divide the report plane into 36 
areas•
1 2 3 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12
13 Ik 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 2k
25 2 6 27 28 29 30
31 32 33 3^ 35 36
We will, however, consider only those areas inside the guard ring. For 
turn logic we examine only that quadrant which is the same as the quad­
rant indicated by the velocity vector, this being easily determinable 
from the signs of U and V.
Let us resume the tracking of our single target with the additional 
information that the velocity is in the first quadrant. A report coming
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, for example, is defined by five inequalities.
||-xj > e
(l-x) < 0
h-*l <  e
( v * ) >  o
Such, a report will not associate, for it lies outside the association
■ o
bin. Because of the report’s comparative closeness to the track position 
we establish a TENTATIVE track while leaving the "main track” undisturbed. 
Because of a restriction made on address at the time of initiation, our 
rtiq^ n track has an even drum address. The next higher address will be 
reserved for any tentative track that arises as a result of a report 
falling in the shaded zone. ,
in at 14
The generation of a tentative track is called a GUARD RING INITIA­
TION. This operation is similar to a conventional initiation in that 
the track is given the coordinates of the report and the initiation 
values of F and T. With our tentative track,however, we presume some 
knowledge of velocity. To return to our specific example, a report
may indicate that the track has started to turn leftfalling at s
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(CCW). Generally, before a turn can be sensed, the target will have turned 
thru some appreciable angle. Even if it were possible to sense vary small 
deviations from a straight line path (which it is not, due to the normal 
fluctuations in reports) a target might start a turn just after a sighting 
and be turned 25° or so by the next scan. Therefore our tentative track 
will be given a velocity about 30° CCW from the velocity of the main track 
and will be marked as turning CCW. The same arguments would apply if the 
velocity had been in the second quadrant and the report had been at 
or
20
26 27 For each velocity quadrant there is an area in which a 
report will start a tentative track turning CCW and another area in which 
a report will start a tentative track turning CW.
The extrapolations that follow a guard ring initiation cause the 
main track to extrapolate along a straight line course as before. The 
tentative track, marked as turning, at each extrapolation makes the correct­
ions in X and Y in the usual way but also changes U and V.
Left
Turn
new = no ia  -  ff
u
^new ^old + E
This U and V correction rotates the vector about 7 for each time it is 
applied. This turn rate (7°/l.5 sec) is about twice the rate of typical 
aircraft so the U and V correction are performed only on alternate extra­
polations, while the position corrections are made each time. This method 
is preferable so that of forming V/l6 etc. and correcting velocity on each 
extrapolation, since with the latter, round-off errors become very trouble­
some .
As extrapolations continue, the main and tentative tracks will
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diverge and subsequent reports will probably tend to associate with one
track or the other. If the reports associate with the main track, the
lone report that caused the guard ring initiation was probably a noise
report. With no further associations a tentative track will fade in 2k
seconds, leaving that drum address "empty" and ready for the next guard
ring initiation. If, however, the reports associate with the tentative
track, its firmness will increase while that of the main track decreases.
Under these circumstances the "tentative" track can no longer be considered
tentative and a replacement is made. The position, velocity, F and T of
the main (even address) track are overwritten with these quantities from 
\
the tentative track and then the tentative track is scratched (has its 
firmness set to zero). This is an Important action since it preserves 
the identification and status information carried with the main track. 
Writing geographic information on the track having the correct identity 
is preferable to changing the identity of the track with the correct 
position and velocity. The former replacement restores the track pair 
to its original status, allowing a succession of bifurcations and replace­
ments to be made while the track retains the same drum address. The 
replacement or INTERCHAliGE is made whenever the F and T values of a 
track pair meet specified conditions.
Returning to our hypothetical track: at some point the target will
cease turning. The track will continue to extrapolate circularly CCW 
until a report lying to the right of the track is received.
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Sensing this event initiates the END TURN CORRECTION program which removes 
the turn digit from the track and snaps the velocity vector 50° back from 
the direction it had been rotating. The same argument used previously 
applies here; overshoot cannot be sensed until it becomes appreciable.
Aside from the turn and velocity digits, an end turn correction is treated 
as any other association. An end turn correction may be made on either an 
odd or even drum address or, stated differently, either before or after the 
tentative track is interchanged.
It was stated earlier that when a guard ring initiation occurred, sub­
sequent reports would tend to associate with either the main or tentative 
track. If reports associate with both tracks we might conclude that the 
target was a pair of aircraft which was seen as a single target until they 
diverged. The computer action in this case will be to take the information 
from the tentative track and write it in some random even address, thus 
creating a new main track. This action, SPLIT, is related to the inter-
28 - 11^
change function in that criterion for action is the F and T of the pair 
of tracks and also in that the last part of the operation is the cancella­
tion of the tentative track.
The F and T Table
The skill with which the tracking parameters, a, p/t and € are chosen 
determines in large part the ability of TASC to track successfully in the 
face of certain difficulties such as crossing tracks, rapid maneuvering, 
noise reports and the like.
The position weighting factor, a, must be large enough to allow the 
track to follow variations due to target maneuvering but small enough to 
smooth out variations due to radar errors. The velocity correcting factor, 
p/t must be large enough to allow the velocity components to converge to 
the correct values when the target turns but small enough to prevent a 
single bad report from deflecting the track seriously. And similarly € 
is a compromise value influenced by the magnitude of radar position errors 
and the density of noise reports.
With a non-linear system having so many conflicting factors, it is
difficult to state the problem (selection of optimum tracking parameters)
clearly, let alone solve it analytically. Initially the parameters were
*based on simulation experiments conducted with Illiac , a general purpose 
high speed computer. Later, parameters were varied as a result of experi­
ments with TASC, using simulated input information which could be repeated 
for various sets of parameters. The revised set of parameters, while
* CSL Reports R-58; R-59; R-67; R-82.
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called an "F and T table" is now a tabulation of a,p/t and € for the various 
combinations of F, t, W2, W and \P. The lower case t is again used to 
mean the three most significant digits of T.
7 27
(o I 25 2C,
5 l l 23 2A
I id 2o 21
3 6 13 / 4 15 Ho 17
X IX r 7 8 9 10 II
/ (o 1 X 3 4
5 (c 7 0 1 2 3 +
£
The revised rules for F and T modification are as follows: 
INITIATION - The track is initiated in box 12(F = 2, t = 5) and 
marked as an initiate with the W digit = 1. 
ASSOCIATION - For t = 0, 1, *4- associations increases F by 2
and reset T to zero. For t = 5, 7 associations
increase F but do not modify T.
i
EXTRAPOLATION - As an initiated track extrapolates through t =0, W
is reset to zero. Otherwise as before.
GUARD RING INITIATION - The tentative track is started in box 12
ij.but with W =0.
END TURN CORRECTION - Track has F increased by 2 and t set to 5.
The essential purpose of these changes is to permit different 
parameters for three classes of tracks. An initiated track will remain 
in the t = 5, 6, 7 region for seconds regardless of the number of
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reports received in that time and will he marked (with W ; as an initiate.
A guard ring initiate will similarly remain in this region hut will not
4he marked with W . The t = 0, 1, 2, 5, 4 region will he regarded as the 
province of well established tracks.
A blank box (such as F ^  1; t ■ 0) indicates that for this F and T 
combination e is zero. More specifically, this means that no associations 
are possible while the track has this F and T.
To illustrate the revised F and T logic consider the tracking of a 
target where reports are received every ten seconds and the track is 
extrapolated every 1.5 seconds. In order to keep the list to a reasonable 
length not all of the extrapolations will be tabulated. Only those extra­
polations which change t (remembering that all extrapolations change T) 
are important here.
Values after the event
Time in 
Seconds Event F t V* Box
0 Initiation 2 5 1 12
10 1st Association 4 5 1 —
12 8th Extrapolation 3 6 1 5
20 2nd Association 5 6 1 30
24 l6th Extrapolation 4 7 1 I
30 3rd Association 6 7 1 I
36 24th Extrapolation 5 0 0 22
4o 4th Association 7 0 0 27
52
Target disappears momentarily 
Extrapolât ion 6 1 0 26
64 Extrapolât ion 5 2 0 24
76 Extrapolation 4 3 0 21
80 Association 6 0 0 25
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The remaining factors to be considered are and \P • The former is a 
logical digit used to mark turning tracks and when present forces an a of 
3/4 irrespective of F and T. W is a logical digit adopted to overcome a 
deficiency in the data processing equipment. Suppose the radar sees a 
single target (for the first time) but the data processing equipment reports 
it as two adjacent targets. The first report, since these are supplied to 
TASC serially, will initiate a track. The second report, coming l/lOO 
second later will associate with this track and in general will give it a 
velocity in the wrong direction. The Vr modification insures that reports 
coming closer than one extrapolation period apart will be treated as one 
report. That is, F will not be augmented by both reports, and no velocity 
correction will be made on the basis of the second report but their positions 
will be averaged. This arrangement holds true for any two closely adjacent 
reports rather than just for an initiate and the first association.
Program Control
At this point the reading and writing mechanism must be mentioned be­
cause it is important to the detailed explanation of the various operations 
or PROGRAMS. By definition a program is a series of computations in the 
machine that conclude with information being written on a specified track.
In varying degree all of these programs require the extraction or sensing 
of information on this specified track before the computations commence.
For example, in linear extrapolation X, Y, U and V are extracted, the 
additions performed and the revised values of X and Y re-written. Manual 
write, on the other hand, requires only the sensing of drum addresses, and 
initiation requires that the F digits be sensed so that an initiation will 
not be made on a drum address already in use.
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In TASC, separate read and write heads are spaced 6k drum locations 
or l/l6 of a circle apart. With this arrangement a track can he read 
at time Q, defined as the time that track Q is under the read heads, the 
computations performed and the new information re-written at time Q + 6k 
when track Q, is then under the write heads. A maximum of 16 operations 
can he carried out in one drum revolution compared to the one per revolu­
tion that would he possible if the same heads were used for reading and 
writing. This comparison assumes that only one program can he running 
at any given time.
Since all programs are of constant length a common timing generator 
serves for all, and, since only one timing generator is used, only one 
program can he in operation at any time.
Priority
The criteria for starting programs vary considerably from one pro­
gram to another. The association program begins when a track within e 
of the report position is sensed (assuming of course that we were search­
ing for association) and ends 6k drum address times later when the 
corrected information is written. It is certainly possible that while 
the association program is running other criteria might attempt to start 
the MAHUAL WRITE program. The criterion for the start of this program is 
merely that the address under the read heads he that specified by the 
keyset•
This is one example of a large number of program conflicts which 
can occur and illustrates why each operation must he assigned a priority. 
Inasmuch as radar report net reports can arrive at the rate of just under
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one report per drum revolution, there is some urgency regarding the dis­
position of a report. With other operations such as the example given, 
manual write, a delay of a drum revolution or two will not be significant. 
The priority list is as follows, with operations involving reports having 
the higher priorities.
ASSOCIATION - END TURN CORRECTION 
INITIATION - GUARD RING INITIATION 
MANUAL WRITE
EXTRAPOLATION - SPLIT - INTERCHANGE 
Where programs are paired in the list, it signifies that they are 
actually variants of the same program and conflicts are not a problem.
If tracks meeting the extrapolation and interchange criteria are present 
simultaneously, either program may start and once started will lock out 
the other program until the first is completed.
If, in the middle of a manual write program, the association criteria 
are sensed, the manual write program will be abandoned. A higher priority 
program can be started at any point by merely turning off the lower 
priority program and resetting the program counter to its starting value. 
Of course when a lower priority program such as manual write is interrupt­
ed no "completion" signal is generated so the program will be attempted 
again at each drum revolution until successful.
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GLOSSARI
Association - The action which occurs when a report from the data process­
ing equipment lies within some arbitrary distance of an 
established track.
Bin - The region surrounding a track in which the inequalities |§ - X 
and |t) - y | < e are satisfied.
Box - A shorthand designation of an F and T combination.
< €
rend Turn Correction - A program which snaps the track approximately 30°
back from the direction it had been turning and 
stops its circular extrapolation.
Extrapolation - A program which predicts a new track position on the basis 
of old position, velocity and turn information.
Fade - A special case of extrapolation where F extrapolates to zero, thus 
removing a track from consideration.
Guard Ring - An eight by eight square bin centered around a track.
Guard Ring Initiation - An initiation made as a result of a report within
the guard ring but outside the association bin. 
Initiation - A program which creates a new track based on an unassociated 
report.
Interchange - A program which extracts information from an old address
tentative track, writes this information in the next lower 
(even) address and scratches the tentative track. Effective­
ly this changes the drum address of a track.
Keyset - A device for manually inserting information into the machine memory, 
used both in testing and identifying targets, etc.
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Program - A computation in the machine that results in information being 
■written or rewritten on some drum address.
Split - A program which transfers the information in a tentative odd. address 
track to some unused even address. This is done when the even 
address immediately preceding the tentative track contains informa- 
tion which should not be overwritten.
Tentative Track - The odd address track resulting from a guard ring
initiation.
Target - An object as seen by radar.
Track - The machines best estimate of the target position, velocity identi­
fication, etc. Note that a track is the information associated with 
a specific target which is not necessarily confined to one drum
address
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